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TRUECOMMERCE
MAKES SALES
INTEGRATION
PAINLESS FOR
MICROSOFT
DYNAMICS GP
BENEFITS
hhCertified for Microsoft
Dynamics GP, Microsoft’s
highest standard for partnerdeveloped software
hhTotal EDI solution from one,
trusted source
hhMore than 10,000 companies
improve business productivity
daily with the TrueCommerce
Trading Network
hhTrading partner mapping
updates at no charge
hhUnlimited, US-based support
hhNo annual maintenance fees
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TrueCommerce Transaction Manager™ for Microsoft Dynamics GP makes it easy and
affordable to comply with your trading partners’ EDI requirements while increasing
efficiencies within your business. This end-to-end, certified for Microsoft Dynamics
solution includes everything you need to streamline and automate order processing
so you can fulfill orders faster and with improved accuracy. The easy-to-use interface,
robust integration and low total cost of ownership make it the first choice for many
Dynamics GP users.
Sales integration for Microsoft Dynamics GP makes exchanging information between
Dynamics GP and your TrueCommerce EDI solution, seamless – eliminating the
need to print or re-enter transactions. It automates many everyday activities, such as
creating a sales order in Dynamics GP or sending an invoice using EDI. Additionally,
powerful scheduling capabilities reduce the need to manually import or export EDI
transactions such as sales orders, purchase order acknowledgements, invoices, and
advance ship notices.
The solution fully supports advance ship notices, including customizable auto-pack
logic defined per the customer or per the item. Built-in process controls notify you
when fields are invalid, ensuring that all EDI documents are complete before you send
transactions to the customer, therefore reducing the potential for chargebacks. In
addition, TrueCommerce Transaction Manager enables you, through comprehensive
remote warehouse integration, to automatically communicate with your third-party
logistics (3PL) providers, allowing you to fulfill orders faster and more accurately.
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TRUECOMMERCE TRANSACTION
MANAGER FEATURES AND
BENEFITS FOR MICROSOFT
DYNAMICS GP
Seamless Integration Your Business
Can Rely On:
hhAdvanced support for Dynamics
GP business logic ensures smooth
alignment with your business processes
and eliminates the need to enter
duplicate data
hhThe integration leverages Microsoft
Dynamics GP eConnect; the approach
Microsoft recommends to ensure tight,
trouble-free integration
Built-in Process Controls Ensure
Data Integrity, Reducing Errors and
Chargebacks:
hhYou can automate and schedule all data
exchanges between Dynamics GP and
TrueCommerce Transaction Manager;
no user interaction is required

Robust Sales Integration Streamlines
Transactions and Reduces Effort:
hhDynamics GP sales integration
supports integrated documents
such as sales orders, purchase order
acknowledgements, invoices, returns,
change orders, and advance ship notices
hhAdvance ship notice integration supports
no pack, pick and pack and standard
packing for both carton and pallet,
as well as automated shipment
consolidation options
hhPallet and package level details can be
included on the ASN; giving more options
to those who may ship in large volumes
hhUse shipment automation to create
multiple shipments at the same time
hhCreate customer specific auto-pack
logic, using predefined rules, to package
shipments automatically
hhOption to update existing sales orders
automatically

Remote Warehouse and 3PL Integration
Streamlines Your Connection with 3PL
Providers:
hhSeamlessly integrates outbound sales
orders and inbound shipments
hhAn export of sales orders from Dynamics
GP automatically creates an outbound
940 warehouse shipping order
hhCreate logic, leveraging native Dynamics
GP functionality to help track any order
fulfillment challenges referenced from
the warehouse shipping advice
(i.e., back-orders)
hhInbound shipments (EDI transactions
945/856) automatically create shipments
in Dynamics GP, including package and
pallet details
hhAutomatically update lot numbers from
inbound shipments
hhEasily create outbound advance ship
notice from inbound shipments –
no need to print or re-enter data

hhThe TrueCommerce solution
automatically ensures that all required
data has been entered before sending
an EDI transaction to your customer
hhTrueCommerce Transaction Manager
automatically ensures that customer ID,
ship to codes, and item number fields
are valid upon creation of a sales order
hhYou can optionally validate unit price
fields

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce gives your business
a competitive edge with simple,
adaptable and cost-effective solutions
that harness the power of our trading
partner community. From the factory
to the warehouse, from distributor
to retail storefront, achieve new
levels of business connectivity and
performance from the world’s most
complete network.

THE TRUECOMMERCE TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!
If you have any questions regarding TrueCommerce, or how it applies to your
business, our passionate, EDI focused team is here for you.

Call us today at 888.430.4489

Connect. Integrate. Accelerate.

www.truecommerce.com
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